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The dissertation focuses on some of the works (short novels) of the Hungarian prose literature 

of the widely interpreted turn of the century, which are considered to be of key importance to 

the emergence of modernity and which nevertheless received little attention in literary 

discourse. I strive to draw an arch based on a common tradition and traceable to a common 

worldview, from which the short novel art of the late 19th and early 20th century can be 

interpreted in its unity. I elaborate the connections and characteristics (and sometimes the 

differences) of the selected works from the point of the melancholic mood of disillusionment. 

Indeed, the short novels of this era bring to life the epic forms and the poetic features of the 

narrative of the mood. From the "desillusion" melancholy to the aesthetic sensibility to the 

secessionist narrative, the mood of these works extends. By exploring the tradition of 

interpretation, it becomes clear how the problem of mood, which is also emerging today in 

current theoretical debates, contribute to modern interpretation with new and relevant aspects. 

In many cases, texts are very different in structure, theme, and literary view as well as the 

writers’ characters, but the chosen authors are still of the same era. And if we assume that this 

mere chronological simultaneity matters in literary history, then perhaps it is not unreasonable 

to put the novels side by side. 

I.) János Asbóth’s Dreamer of Dreams (1878) and Gyula Reviczky’s Paternal Heritage (1884) 

are the first paradigm shifting works that, in their approach and form alike, are detached from 

the artistic aspirations, worldviews, and prose poetry of the preceding ages. Schopenhauer's 

philosophy, the "disillusioned" melancholy, the idea of world’s uselessness, and the disposition 

of indifferent lifestyles pervade the world of these works. Naturally, the type of novel that 

elaborates a changed way of life also forms a new novel character: by the modern redefinition 

of the melancholic-dreaming character known from romance, the subject "revolting against 

being" (Darvady) and the tramp of "ragged existence" (Tibor Fejérházy), who obviously cannot 

be considered heroes anymore (only anti-heroes). Weaving and narrating into novels the 

existence which swirls in its moods and squirms in its inactivity, recounts the transition of the 

end of century prose to modernity and develops a unique mood concept. The first chapter of the 

dissertation (New Experience of Life in the Short Novel) deals with the existential-ontological 

(Heideggerian) terminology of the definition of mood and, on the other hand, seeks to assess 

the poetic characteristics of short novels based on Reviczky's concept of melancholy. The 

interpretation of these two works explores the role of the anxiety of “being in the world” in the 

novel based on the linguistic possibilities of the life events of these figures. For a character who 

does not find his place in the world, he becomes the most enigmatic of himself, and these novels 



reveal exactly what metaphors the identity’s self-explanatory gesture creates to approach this 

riddle. In the Dreamer of Dreams, the way of life that conceives of the world through art 

prevails, and the Paternal Heritage has an existentially decadent fate story, which seems 

inherited into the characters of other end-of-the-century short novels (especially those of László 

Cholnoky). 

II.) Another special example of the epic forms of mood is Géza Gárdonyi's short novel The 

Great Third Person (1903), discussed in chapter two (The Prose Language of Attunement). 

Gárdonyi is in the focus of the dissertation because in his cryptic notes (Secret Diary) he sees 

the starting point of the creation of an artistic work as a concept that corresponds to the meaning 

of mood and its power to compel for manifestation in the contemporary discourse on literature 

and culture. For Gárdonyi, the word vibration means equally the intent of the act preceding the 

creation, the impression created during the reception, and the scenes that dynamize the plot of 

the work. It is this triple force that organizes the poetic-rhetorical, linguistic-semantic structure 

of the work in the chosen short novel. Interpretation of the characters' speech highlights the 

process of creating sound from the mood, speech from the language organizing the sounds, and 

text from the linguistic expression marking the way of speech – the metaphor. The story 

unfolding from the metaphor in the Gárdonyi text involves a love narrative, and the glass 

becomes a metaphor for a peculiar love affair that functions as a sign of an inexplicable secret 

that is at the same time an attractive force and an obstacle between man and woman. This 

chapter also interprets Károly Lovik's two short novels, The Prey (1911) and The History of a 

Friendly House (1911). The stories are also organized by love attunement, where conflicts of 

the dispositions are revealed. The two novels introduce the reader to the world of the villas of 

Városligeti fasor (“City Park Alley”) and examine the impact of metropolitan life on human 

relationships, which are explored by the poetic language attesting to the attunement of a new 

way of life. Both works illustrate how the “traditional” form of human identity is overcome by 

the new way of existence required by the metropolis, and the obstacles that this new way of life 

poses to interpersonal and self-understanding relationships. The dissertation also considers how 

the verbal (re)presentation of Budapest in the novel develops the metaphorical language of this 

new existence experience and attunement. In this case, on the one hand, the metaphorical order 

of the alley (or the artificial re-creation of nature: the Városliget [“City Park”]) and the 

indifference can be recognized, and on the other hand, the new material world of the civic home 

(the metropolitan villa) and the associated luxury items (armchair, carpet, etc.) creates a 

metaphorical text level that lends a (dehumanized) language of interpretation to the new 



atmosphere and experience of existence. Lovik's villas of the alley always show how the nature 

(alley, grove, garden, greenhouse, plant pavilion, etc.) that has been re-planted, planned, and 

restrained in the city loses all naturalness among man-made objects; and it can also be seen in 

the novels how a person living in objects and for objects will end his or her own "natural" 

human image. 

III.) At the end of the 19th century, the need to grasp the world through art (works of art) 

reappears. The "aesthetic view of the world" also meant the new way of elaboration of the 

concept of mood, which promoted the emergence of another type of novel: the art novel. 

Zsigmond Justh’s novel titled Artist Love (1888) is the first representative of this genre that 

explores the relationship between emotion and art. The main characteristic of the narration of 

emotions is that it incorporates the new techniques of the naturalist / impressionist landscape 

painting appearing in the era of the creation of the novel into the linguistic levels of the text, 

the visual elements of which are incorporated into the text of the novel. The novelty of the work 

is the development of the artistic character, the figure of the "moodman", who experiences an 

interchange between the role of art and reality in the creative lifestyle. The obsession of artistic 

existence – the idea of the uncertainty of reality – is also expressed in Kálmán Harsányi's novel 

The Crystal Viewers (1914), which elevates the mood in relation to the problems of presence. 

The novel organizes the action around a special subject whose meditative observation can 

suspend the presence and move the observer to another space-time dimension. The relationship 

between presence displacement and imagination is moved by a crystal with a symbolic 

meaning, and is at the center of the life context of a company of artists. During the "journeys" 

of the characters, the presence is experienced through a work of art (music, theater, sculpture), 

and this experience is confronted with the position of non-existence (revealed in the crystal) 

where a completely innovative – suspended – presence and mood prevail. The text offers 

exciting possibilities for interpretation not only in (novel) art but also in ontology. 

IV.) The short novels of László Cholnoky reflect in a peculiar way the moody, impression-

based worldview of the period: the stories of the characters, who have gone astray to 

schizophrenia, completely stretch the boundaries of the concept and grasp it in the disturbances 

of extraordinary states. The fourth chapter of the dissertation (Transparent Characters and 

Written Figures in László Cholnoky's Short Novels), during the interpretation of three works – 

Prikk's Heavenly Way (1918), Bertalan's Night (1916) and Tamás (1929) – reveals the specific 

prose language that the verbal production of “fallen figures” (inherited from Reviczky) creates. 

The idle characters of the novel show the most extreme psychological states which touch upon 



the genre of Art Nouveau literary narrative. The writings are mostly aimed at exploring this 

altered mode of consciousness in a poetically new way. The novels present this problem 

poetically in the same way: each of the three works is organized around a motif (or set of motifs) 

that is somehow associated with glass. And this motivational organization comes into play not 

only at the story level but also at the prose language level. Glass is the equivalent of mood in 

novels. The objective world of the subject of action thus becomes, as a metaphor for the world 

of the novel, the bearer of a worldview: the shattered glass unfolds into a symbolic expression 

of cleaved figures revealed in the mood. 

In the closing chapter, I intend to highlight the path of novels demonstrating the versatility of 

the concept of mood towards modernity by including the short novel of a typically modern 

writer. Gyula Krúdy's The Travel Companion (1918) is in the focus of the concluding chapter, 

which was chosen motivated by the fact that not only the relevant motifs and the way of 

organizing the text, but also the specific textual problems of the mood prevail in this text. 

During the writing of the dissertation, the method of close reading, discursive poetics, motive 

analysis and some aspects of narratology served as tools for textual interpretation. And since 

all the short novels present the concept of mood in different ways, some chapters of the 

dissertation relied on the notions of a different theoretical school. Each of the novels chosen for 

analysis portrays the diversity of moods, the fluctuation of mood states that provide a new 

perspective on existence, which becomes the basis of a new way of life in the art of the turn of 

the century. This new worldview first and foremost proclaims the thought of idle contemplation, 

which each novel expresses in a different way, but the characters of all texts appear in a situation 

in which the problems of mood, albeit in different contexts, appear sharply. 
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